The College of Wooster Libraries uses the Library of Congress Classification system of call numbers for the majority of the book collection. Following is an illustration that demonstrates how the call numbers work.

**DB23**
- alphabetical order by letter or letters,
- then numerical order by WHOLE numbers

**.L832N25**
- after decimal point, alphabetical order,
- then decimal order...
- if line continues, alphabetical order,
- then decimal order again

**1971**
- succeeding lines follow in logical order: such as date (1961, 1971, etc.),

**vol. 1**
- volume numbers (vol. 1, vol. 32, etc.),

**cop. 1**
- or copy numbers (cop. 1, cop. 2, etc.)

The following call numbers are in the correct order according to the Library of Congress Classification system:
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